INTERNET DEMERITS ESSAY
Writing sample of essay on given topic "Merits And Demerits Of Internet".

The instant and unrestricted online interaction has created the issue of harassment of individuals, especially,
children, girls and women. There are people who stalk your profiles to know what you are up to and can
intrude in your personal space. These internet services can be used from a small kid to old people and they
often use it a source to communicate with the people around them. There are always more than 10 things
available for 1 requirement. Naturally, due to the different purposes and intentions of using the internet, a
negative environment forms around the user, often impacting his social and personal life. Play Online Games
People fond of video games are easily access to download multiple games. During over 20 million people
reported going online to retrieve health information. Submit Feedback Share with your friends and followers
3. In Old times, the economy used to be limited and isolated. If your computer is connected to the net, in this
case hacker can come and stoles your file easily from your device. These websites are periodically updated or
they are immediately updated with latest news when any event happens around the world. They are not able to
concentrate completely on their work and it thus lowers their productivity. Loss of Studies Mostly students use
the net for wrong purposes. It is depend on people that how they use these things. Internet displays the things
in a way that are not completely true. Increase the monopoly in the market: More than half of the world uses
search engines like Google, Yahoo or Bing to find daily life and business solutions. Those who play online
games are all the more glued to the internet. They get deeply involved in Internet. There are other reasons too
but if you do a little research you will find that most of the companies and their ideas and market are already
broken in and they are unable to grow further. And is the biggest disadvantages of the internet for small
business owners.

